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About This Game

Wand Wars VR is an innovative roguelike magic action adventure VR game with easy style by Unreal Engine 4, single mode has
8-10 hours play time to experience the whole world.

In Magic Age, you just become a wizard rookie of the Magic Academy, the academy is attacked by mysterious demons.
Although the enchantment can protect the academy for now, it can't last long. The best way to defend is to attack! Find the

enemy's lair and crash them!

FEATURES

Roguelike

Random maps, random battles, random items, this game has a great replayability

Rich Content

8-10 hours play time, 5 bosses, 3 levels, dozens of skills, almost 100 equipments

Easy Style

We are not serious, we are not painful, we tease everything, including ourselves

Innovation

Drawing recognition, full body IK, and the finishing moves!
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Title: Wand Wars VR
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Colossus Interactive
Publisher:
Colossus Interactive
Release Date: 8 Jan, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1, or Windows 10

Processor: Intel® i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 970 / AMD Radeon™ R9 290 equivalent or greater

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 16 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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wand wars rise vr. wand wars vr

Amazing game, the flight system is great and the duel avatars work really well. Awesome Sim!!!. Traditional point and click
game with all of the pros and cons usually inherent in the style. The game has beautiful 2d art with a surprisingly varied number
of sets in many different locales. An enticing story placed just close enough to believable to preserve immersion while being
whimsical enough to keep some air of mystery and curiousity.

The puzzles are pretty good in my opinion. I'm sure the case could be made that some are too easy compared to other point and
clicks but I found it refreshing that most of them actually made sense. Logic is usually enough to get though each scenario and
only a couple of times did I need to resort to the "ol' rub everything I am currently carrying against everything in the
environment 'till something happens" routine.

The mechanics are basically what you might expect and are solid. My one very minor "gripe" in this regard may be the inventory
which "auto-hides" a bit too quicly for my taste.

The character animations are fairly clunky at times with jarring walk/run animations and some oddly paced cut-scenes (ex. two
characters having a sword fight loses some excitment when the swords clearly phase through eachother at odd movement
speeds) The voice acting is pretty good with a surprising amount of decently written dialog. My only complaint here is the
accents which don't always fit the character or the setting.

If you can grab it on sale like I did, there is quite a lot of value here. My complaints are pretty minor and if you appreciate a
good point and click which is "true to form" you will enjoy Lost Chronicles of Zerzura. I know I certainly did!. Bought this
game 80% off, yet feel I got scammed. This is the worst platformer I've played in a LONG time.

- The controls are incredibly bad and unresponsive
- The maps boring to play (when I say boring, I mean that they make you wonder if you're playing or doing a chore)
- There's a loading screen every time you want to retry even though there's nothing to load at all
- The hitboxes are broken. Sometimes you land perfectly on the jump\/end pads and nothing happen letting you fall to your
death which makes it even more frustrating considering how long the jumps take for no reason and that there's a loading screen.
- The settings have less options than a RPGMaker game
- Cannot remove Motion Blur and Garbage FOV

It's worse than those games you used to get in cereal boxes for free yet they're asking money for it.

Some "positive" reviews are obviously fake too.

Garbage game from garbage devs, if you can even call this monstrosity a game.. A perfect game that would fit right in for those
who want to step into roguelike survival games not set in the likes of mindless dungeons filled in today's market, but also for
those who want to dabble into something that has decent story and not PTSD-inducing difficulty curve.

ICY: Frostbite Edition isn't quite the knee-deep-in-hell diehard hardcore game which masochists would enjoy torturing
themselves with, though it does offer enough freedom in choices to push the boundaries when necessary.

As with the popular tags put up on this game, the game offers enough breathing room to read without being very pushy on
players surviving through daily needs.

A small spoiler: I've finished the game but I haven't seen any ways to cook food. Just scavenge food or buy in small quantities
from traders. It should be more than enough.. Miles better than Tennis World Tour. The customisation you can do is fantastic
and is a big part of this game. The gameplay has a few bugs still but it's only minor. Great animations and good movement.

AO International Tennis is the best tennis-game you can buy today.. I encountered a game breaking bug on world 1, level 24. I
die for no reason about a quarter through the level and there is nothing I can do to progress :(. awesome dungeon played game.
There is next to no display options especally when compared to the previous game. It runs like trash on good PC'S
The first game was good and i wanted to play the sequal but i can even get 1 minute into the game before quiting because it runs
like trash.
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Please add more display options and i may just remove this review.. Sorry guys - it looks reasonably good but the English
translation needs a LOT of work.
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Audience: ]===
[] Kids
[X] Everyone
[] Casual players
[] Pro players

===[ Graphics: ]===
[] Potato
[] Really bad
[] Bad
[X] OK
[] Good
[] Beautiful
[] Masterpiece

===[Price/quality: ]===
[X] Full price
[] Wait for sale
[] Average
[] Refund it if you can
[] Don't do it

===[ Requirments: ]===
[] 90' PC
[X] Minimum
[] Medium
[] Fast
[] High end
[] NASA computer

===[ Difficulty: ]===
[X] You just need a monitor
[] Ez
[] Easy to learn / Hard to master
[] Hard (first few hours)
[] Dark Souls

===[ Game time/length ]===
[] Really short ( 0 - 5 hours)
[] Short ( 5 - 10 hours)
[] Few hours ( 10 - 20 hours)
[] Long ( 20 - 40 hours)
[] Loooong ( 40+ hours)
[X] Endless fun

===[ Story] ===
[X] It doesn't have / need
[X] Still better than Twilight
[] Average
[] Good
[] Fantastic

===[ Bugs ]===
[] Game itself is one big BUG
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[] Bugs destroying the game
[] Lot of bugs
[] Few Bugs
[X] You can use them for speedrun
[] Nothing

♛ Overall: 8,5/10. They made a remastered version which was worser than the first one lol. I'll just say a couple of things about
this: the Multi-Chamber Zed Thrower needs rebalancing. It's not worth the in-game price, as its damage output is comparable to
throwing a handful of paper cranes at the Zeds, and the knockback effect isn't very strong.

Also, you want the Orca Bomb Launcher. Slow projectile that FREAKING BOUNCES. Unlike the M79, any close-range shots
that would normally dud will fall to the ground instead after dealing their impact damage; great for dealing with pursuing
Gorefasts, Stalkers, and Crawlers.. This game is just plain boring. Even the hardest Difficulty is VERY Easy, just farm animals
and win. It seems like it is just a rip off of some ♥♥♥♥♥♥ Facebook game.. It is in my opinion one of the last good COD
games. It has one of the most creative single player campaigns only being outdone by its sequel BO2 and the zombie mode is a
personal favorite of mine. The multiplayer is nothing incredible, unbalanced weapons and stupid DLC, typical COD though,
though i personally had a lot of fun with it. Overall pretty good, but not gonna blow you away. this dlc adds a lot of depth to the
custom battles

Wand Wars VR Now Available!:
Wand Wars VR Early Access now available!

Greetings everyone! After 18 months hard work, our new VR game is finally ready for you to play!

Hope you can enjoy the game, your feedbacks are valuable for us to improve it from Early Access to full version!. Major
Update:
We just release a major update, fix some bugs and change the default language to English, please enjoy it.
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